Fourth Grade
Dear Students,
Welcome to Fourth Grade! What an exciting year we have planned. Here are a few highlights
of things we will be learning. In religion, you will continue to learn about God’s love and the
church’s teachings. You will also study a saint or holy person and present your report to the
class.
In reading, you will move from learning to read, to reading to learn. We will focus on
comprehension, main idea, details, and theme, while we continue to build vocabulary. Over
the summer, you will be required to read one book, either Because of Winn Dixie or Frindle
and complete the assigned project. See attached information regarding the summer reading
assignment.
Along with reading, you will be expected to complete assigned IXL Math and IXL Language
Arts skills practice. Please refer to the attached— Summer Work, Grade 4. Practice math
facts over the summer, especially in multiplication and division to strengthen and maintain
the skills learning in third grade!
Topics we will cover in math are fractions, decimals, and geometry, as we continue to use
our multiplication and division skills.
In science, we will explore and study the world around us, including ecosystems, rocks and
minerals, electricity, and natural disasters.
Besides these subjects, we have some exciting things planned in social studies. We will cover
California’s history, beginning with the Native Americans, and on to California today. For our
school’s Open House, you will make a model of a mission, and learn about how the missions
contributed to the development of California. Later in the year, we will be learning about the
California Gold Rush. To relate to what we are learning, we will visit the Sanchez Adobe,
Woodside Store and participate in Pioneer Day at school.
These are only some of the topics we will be covering in 4th Grade. To prepare for the
coming year, please see the information about summer work on the following pages.
Have a wonderful summer and we will see you in August!
Your Fourth Grade Teachers

Summer Work, Grade 4
Summer work at St. Raymond is an important component of the academic program. The purpose of
summer work is to: 1) Provide specific instructional practice on those essential standards for entry
into the next grade level, and 2) Provide structured practice of essential skills.
Students are to practice the skills (as detailed below) a minimum of 400 minutes (200 minutes IXL
Math and 200 minutes IXL Language Arts). This encourages 20 minutes of practice for each content
area weekly. Students may complete minutes in the manner that best supports family travel and
summer plans (i.e. more minutes some weeks and fewer minutes other weeks). Students have
unlimited access to grade level curriculum and are to continue to practice throughout the summer
even if mastery of the assigned standard (100%) is accomplished. Teachers will view the time spent
practicing, problems practiced, the number of skills attempted/mastered upon return to school.
Class credit will be assigned for completion.
Please note:
• Letter and/or number can be subject to change (IXL system updates). Please match the
math or language arts skill name.
• Students will be able to log in from Friday, June 8 – Friday, August 17. The IXL Math
and Language Arts will close for system maintenance, Saturday, August 18.
I.

IXL Math: Grade 3 Skills Library
Math Practice (20-30 minutes weekly)
Skill(s): Place values
B.3 Place value names up to hundred
thousands
B.4 Value of a digit
B.8 Convert between standard and
expanded form

Skill(s): Division fluency
K.11 Division facts up to 10: select the
missing numbers
K.13 Division facts up to 12
K.16 Division facts up to 12: select the
missing numbers

Skill(s): Multiplication fluency
G.13 Multiplication facts up to 10: select
the missing factors
G.15 Multiplication tables up to 12
G.18 Multiplication facts up to 12: select
the missing factors

Skill(s): Division
L.4 Division input/output tables: find the
rule
L.5 Division word problems

Skill(s): Multiplication
H.5 Multiplication input/output tables: find
the rule
H.6 Multiplication word problems

Skill(s): Mixed operations
M.10 Interpret data in tables
M.12 Multi-step word problems
M.13 Missing operators

*NOTE: Students in grade 4 will be expected to pass a timed test of multiplication and division facts
to 12 during the first week of school. Recommended app: Times Tables Quiz! (Multiplication
Trainer)

II. IXL Language Arts: Grade 3 Skills Library
Language Arts Practice (20-30 minutes weekly)
Skill(s): Sentence structure
A.1 Order the words to create a sentence
A.2 Identify the complete subject of a
sentence
A.3 Identify the complete predicate of a
sentence

Skill(s): Reference skills
P.1 Order alphabetically based on the first
letter
P.2 Order alphabetically based on the first
two letters

Skill(s): Main idea and author’s purpose
U.4 Identify the purpose of a text

Skill(s): Text structure
V.3 Match causes with their effects

III. Summer Reading Assignment: one (1) book, book project, AR test
•
•
•

Source: Read one of the offered book choices: Because of Winn-Dixie by Kate DiCamillo
or Frindle by Andrew Clements
Assignment: Complete the book project for submission on the first day of school.
Assessment: Complete an AR test on the selected text upon return to school.

St. Raymond Fourth Grade
Summer Reading 2018
REQUIRED SUMMER READING/ASSIGNMENT FOR FOURTH GRADE - 2018
Choose ONE of the following books to read:
∑ BECAUSE OF WINN DIXIE by Kate DiCamillo (ISBN # 978-0763644321)
∑ FRINDLE by Andrew Clements (ISBN # 978-0689818769)
Reading Assignment
1.
Read the book.
2.
Complete ONE of the following projects and bring it on the first day of school:
a. Make a Diorama: A diorama is a three-dimensional scene for viewing in a box.
i. Choose your favorite scene from the book to illustrate. You may use a
small box like a shoe or cereal box or something similar along with a
variety of materials such as cardboard, construction paper, fabric, wood,
clay, aluminum foil, etc.
ii. Include a written summary of the characters and setting you have
created.
b. Design a Book Cover: A book cover is designed to attract the attention of
prospective readers and tell them something about the book in a condensed
format.
i. Fold a piece of paper NO LARGER than 9 X 12 in half.
ii. On the front cover, write the title and the author's name. Draw a picture
that will get the reader's interest and show something about the contents
of the book.
iii. On the inside, write a brief description of the book. Do not tell everything
that happens in the book, but tell enough to get people interested in
reading it.
iv. On the back cover, write your review and recommendation. Tell why you
think this book is good. You may add an illustration.

